
Minutes -  Wednesday June 15, 2016  
NVIAS - NORTH VANCOUVER ISLAND ARTISTS SOCIETY 
held at Seaside Studio & Gallery  
1220 Marine Drive, Port Alice from 10:00 am - 1:00 pm 

See blog entry for cultural workshop held prior to meeting from 10 am to 11 am 
and for pot luck held from 12 noon to 1 pm. 

DISCUSSION TOPIC - NVIAS WEBSITE 

The website www.nvias.ca is continuing to grow. Artists are encouraged to 
submit a bio, contact info and 6 - 12 art images to nviasarts@gmail.com to have 
a web page featuring their art and linking to their own content.  

The website also includes minutes of meetings and blogs of member's arts 
activities.  

NVIAS members are invited to review past meeting minutes on the website by 
linking from the CONTACT US page using this password - nviastoday. 

If you attend an art function or are part of an art function, share your activity 
with NVIAS by sending in a writeup, poster or photos that we can upload.  

DISCUSSION TOPIC  - CONTACT LIST 

Our contact list is also growing with up to 130 names. If you know of an artist, 
let the artist know about us. NVIAS is for writers, musicians, actors as will as 
visual artists. To help contact other artists, Susan Mohler and Patricia Marra will 
be visiting communities in the NORTH ISLAND this summer to speak to artists 
who may be interested in NVIAS.  

DISCUSSION TOPIC - SOCIETY REGISTRATION 

The work of the restoration of NVIAS as a society continues. 

http://www.nvias.ca/
mailto:nviasarts@gmail.com


DISCUSSION TOPIC  - NVIAS LOGO 

A proposal was tabled that NVIAS have a new logo. It was agreed that having a 
logo contest would be a good idea. NVIAS is asking inviting members and 
friends to submit a possible logo for our next meeting in September 21 2016. 
Prizes will be awarded.   

DISCUSSION TOPIC - “VIRTUAL” MEETINGS 

Susan suggested that we as a group attempt to have discussions on various 
topics via the internet in-between meetings. When input is requested from 
NVIAS members a group email could be sent to open the discussion to all. 
Interested members by using the “REPLY ALL” function would allow everyone to 
see the developing discussion. It was suggested that a “virtual meeting” would 
be open for discussion for a week to 10 days. A trial run will be held.  

DISCUSSION TOPIC - CANADA DAY in PORT HARDY 

The Port Hardy Visitor Information Centre is making tables available at no cost 
to artists who would like to display and sell their work on Canada Day, contact 
Louisa or Claire to make arrangements. 

NEXT MEETING 

Our next quarterly meeting will be held on Wednesday September 21 from 10 
am - 1 pm at the home of Mary Park in Port McNeil, #606A Nimpkish Heights 
Road (look for the balloons) 956-2488 

NEXT WORKSHOP(S)  

We are looking for workshop proposals and any one interested in conducting a 
workshop should let us know…   

IN ATTENDANCE - Jeanne Alley (Coal Harbour), Patricia Wilson (Coal Harbour), 
Jeanette Johannson (Port Hardy), Shirley Scott (Port Alice), Mary Park (Port 
McNeill), Wendy Glos (Port McNeill), Dan Nordin (Port Alice), Claudia Nordin 
(Port Alice), Jessie Roland (Port Hardy), Susan Mohler (Port Alice), Melody 
George (Port Hardy), Caroline Kennard (Port Hardy) 




